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AbstractÐWe propose a new measure of fuzzy equality comparison based on the similarity of possibility distributions. we define a

type of fuzzy equi±join based on the new fuzzy equality comparison, and allow threshold values to be associated with predicates of the

join condition. A sort±merge join algorithm based on a partial order of intervals is used to evaluate the fuzzy equi-join. In order for the

evaluation to be efficient, we identify various mappings, called fuzzy equality (FE) indicators, that will determine appropriate intervals

for fuzzy data with different characteristics. Experiment results from our preliminary simulation of the algorithm show a significant

improvement of efficiency when FE indicators are used with the sort±merge join algorithm.

Index TermsÐFuzzy databases, fuzzy equi±join, fuzzy equality indicator, algorithm, performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE AI and the database communities have long
recognized that many applications, such as business

decision making, medical diagnosis, and criminal justice,
have to deal with information that is uncertain or imprecise,
and the knowledge±base and database systems should
directly support such applications by providing function-
alities to store and to manipulate ill±known data. In recent
years, various fuzzy data models and fuzzy database
systems have been proposed [1], [2], [3], [6], [7], [9], [12],
[17], [14], [19]. These models and systems extend relational
and object±oriented data models using the fuzzy set and the
possibility theory [15], [16] to provide the ability of
representing ill±known data and issuing queries containing
soft restrictions. These models can be classified into two
categories: The similarity±based and the possibility±based
models. In a similarity±based model, some similarity
relationships are specified for some attributes so that values
of these attributes may be grouped into similarity classes.
Each similarity class contains values that are similar to each
other to and above a given degree, thus they are indistinct,
and form an uncertain representation of a real±world value.
In a possibility±based model, an ill±known data is repre-
sented by a possibility distribution which describes the
possibility for each crisp attribute value to be the actual
value of the data. In both types of models, membership
degrees may be associated with tuples of a fuzzy relation.
While many of these models provide algebraic operations,
such as selection, join, and projection, the efficient im-
plementation of these operations has not been sufficiently
studied.

Some researchers propose to implement fuzzy database

systems as the front±end of existing database management

systems (DBMS). For example, the OMRON system [9] is

implemented as a front±end of a commercial relational

DBMS. However, since fuzzy data are more complex than

crisp data, and can not be processed directly by the back±

end DBMS, it is not clear if such an implementation will be

efficient. We believe that efficient implementation of basic

algebraic operations in a fuzzy database is an important

research issue.
Among the algebraic operations, fuzzy join is an

important and expensive one, and its efficient evaluation

is more difficult than that of an ordinary join. There are two

reasons for the difficulty. The first is that fuzzy joins may

have diverse semantics. In a fuzzy join, two tuples may join

even if they do not completely satisfy the join condition. The

extent to which they do satisfy the join condition is usually

represented by some satisfaction degrees, which are used in

turn to derive a degree of the resulting tuple from the join to

indicate how it is relevant to the join. However, the

satisfaction degrees may be measured in different ways so

as to result in different meanings of the fuzzy join.
Furthermore, various threshold values may be used to

restrict the tuples in the result. Since these meanings of

fuzzy joins may not be compatible, different algorithms

may have to be used according to different meanings. The

second reason is the lack of fast access paths. Since the fast

access paths in ordinary databases, such as indexing and

hashing, rely heavily on the fact that data are crisp, most

efficient join algorithms used in conventional relational

databases do not apply directly to fuzzy relational

databases.
In this paper, we consider the efficient processing of a

fuzzy equi±join in a possibility±based fuzzy relational

database similar to [8], [9]. Our contribution is the

following.

1. We propose a new measure for a fuzzy equality
comparison that is based on the similarity of
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possibility distributions. This new measure provides
a natural semantics.

2. We define a new type of fuzzy equi-join that is based
on the new fuzzy equality comparison, and allows
threshold values to be associated with predicates of
the join condition. This allows more flexibility in
specifying joins and allows the threshold values to
be used in the join algorithm for efficient evaluation.

3. We identify a number of mappings, called fuzzy
equality (FE) indicators, which will associate appro-
priate intervals to fuzzy data so that the evaluation
of the join using a sort±merge algorithm is highly
efficient.

4. We present experimental results that show a
significant improvement of efficiency when
FE indicators are used.

There are several works related to ours. In [11], [17], the

satisfaction degree of a predicate is measured by both

possibility and necessity. Since the possibility measure

gives the highest possibility for a predicate to be true, and

the necessity measure gives the lowest possibility for the

negation of the predicate to be false, the combination of

these measures can explicitly represent the uncertainty of

the satisfaction degree. However, as pointed in [10], the

resulting algebraic operations, such as selection, projection,

and join, can not be composed, implying that queries can

not be optimized using well±known algebraic transforma-

tion techniques.
In [13], the satisfaction degree of a predicate is

represented by a possibility distribution, and so are the

membership degrees of tuples. Although the resulting

algebraic operations can be composed, this method applies

only to discrete possibility distributions, and even in that

case, since the possibility distributions may contain many

elements, the evaluation of a query may be very inefficient.
In [8], [9] the satisfaction degree is measured solely by

the possibility. Since the uncertainty is not explicitly

represented, and the possibility is the upper±bound, the

satisfaction degree obtained using this method may, at

times, be counter±intuitive.
Several interval±based join algorithms were proposed in

the context of temporal databases [5] or ordinary relational

databases [4]. The temporal join algorithms join tuples that

have overlapping time periods. The ªband joinº algorithm

in [4] joins a tuple r with a tuple s if the join attribute value

of s is within a prespecified neighborhood of that of r. These

algorithms are not suitable for fuzzy equi±join because the

join criterion of these algorithms is the overlap of intervals

which merely suggests possible joins in a fuzzy equi±join.

Furthermore, these algorithms do not use threshold values.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

we briefly review concepts of fuzzy relations. In Section 3,
we present a new fuzzy equality comparison which is then
used to define a fuzzy equi±join. In Section 4, we discuss a
sort±merge join algorithm for evaluating fuzzy equi±joins.
In Section 5, we define the notion of FE indicator. In
Section 6, we identify perfect FE indicators for data sets that
contain data with identical shape. In Section 7, we identify
FE indicators for data sets containing more general types of

data. In Section 8, we presents our experimental results.
Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 FUZZY RELATIONS

In this section, we briefly describe the representation of data
in a fuzzy relational database which is similar to that
presented in [8], [9].

A data is crisp if it is certain and precise, and fuzzy,
otherwise. A fuzzy (sub)set F of an ordinary set U is
characterized by a membership function: �F : U ! �0; 1�:
For every (crisp) value x 2 U , �F �x� is the membership
degree of x with respect to (wrt) F , that is, �F �x� � 1
(respectively, 0 < �F �x� < 1, or �F �x� � 0) if x is a full
member (respectively, a partial member, or not a member)
of F . Without loss of generality, x is in F only if �F �x� > 0.
A fuzzy data v is represented by a possibility distribution
restricted by a fuzzy set F in the sense that v is a member of
F , and the possibility for v to be a member x of F is exactly
�F �x�. Thus, the membership function of F is used to
represent v. Since an ordinary set is a special case of a fuzzy
set, a crisp data can also be represented by a (degenerated)
membership function. So, in this paper, all data will be
uniformly represented by membership functions.

A membership function can be defined in a number of
ways. Over a numerical universe, a membership function is
typically convex (with a convex curve) and normal (at least
one member has degree 1). As in [8], [9], [19], we shall use
the following generic parameterized function to define such
membership functions.

MF �a; b; c; d��x� �

0; if x � a < b; or
x < a � b

�xÿ a�=�bÿ a�; if a < x < b;
1; if b � x � c
�dÿ x�=�dÿ c�; if c < x < d;
0; if c < d � x; or

c � d < x:

8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
where the parameters a, b, c, and d are values in the
universe satisfying a � b � c � d. In general, the curve of
the generic function is a trapezoidal, as shown in Fig. 1, but
can also be some other shapes. For example, MF �a; b; b; d�
defines a triangular function since the second and the third
parameters are the same. The membership function of a
crisp data v is defined by MF �v; v; v; v�. If v is defined by
MF �a; b; c; d�, denoted by v �MF �a; b; c; d�, we will use
A�v�, B�v�, C�v�, and D�v� to denote the parameters a, b, c,
and d, respectively, and define the support of v to be the
interval �A�v�; D�v��, and the center of v to be the center of its
support. Over a nonnumerical universe, a membership
function takes the form of

�F � x1=m1 � x2=m2 � � � � � xk=mk;

where xi is a value in the universe and mi is the
membership degree of xi with respect to F . In this case,
the degenerated membership function of a crisp value v is
�v � v=1.

The universe of an attribute A, denoted by U�A�, is the set
of crisp values that may appear in the attribute. The domain
of an attribute A, denoted by D�A�, is the set of all (both
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crisp and fuzzy) values defined over U�A�. A fuzzy relation
R with a schema �A1; . . . ; An� is a fuzzy set of tuples in
D�A1� � � � � � D�An�.

3 A FUZZY EQUI-JOIN

In this section, we first define a fuzzy equality and then use
it to define a fuzzy equi±join. The following example shows
the needs for a fuzzy equi±join.

Example 3.1. Consider the following relation R (as shown in
Table 1.). The query ªFind all pairs of persons from R

whose ages are equal to a degree no less than 0.5,"
requires a join of R with itself on the AGE attribute with
a fuzzy equality comparison. Since AGE contains fuzzy
values, we must determine the degree for two fuzzy
ages, say About 32 and Middle age, to be equal (that is, to
satisfy the join condition AGE � AGE).

It is obvious from Example 3.1 that the computation of
the satisfaction degree of the fuzzy equality comparison is
the key to the meaning of the fuzzy equi±join. As mentioned
in the introduction, the existing methods of measuring the
satisfaction degree of the join condition [8], [9], [11], [13],
[17] are not satisfactory. In the following, we propose a new
measure for the fuzzy equality comparison based on the
similarity of fuzzy values.

Definition 3.1. Let D be a set of values. The fuzzy equality on D
is a mapping

��: D�D ! �0; 1�;
that for every pair of values v1 �MF �a1; b1; c1; d1� and v2 �
MF �a2; b2; c2; d2� in D, gives

�v1 �� v2� �
R
min��v1�x�; �v2�x��dxR
max��v1�x�; �v2�x��dx;

where
R

is over the universe on which the membership
functions are defined, and is interpreted as a summation if the
universe is discrete.

Intuitively,
R
min��v1�x�; �v2�x��dx is the accumulated

membership degrees of the intersection, andZ
max��v1�x�; �v2�x��dx

is that of the union of the two fuzzy sets defining v1 and v2.
If membership functions are defined using the generic
function, the fuzzy equality can be evaluated efficiently by

�vi �� vj� �
0; if not vi \ vj;
1; if vi � vj;

Sij
�Si�SjÿSij� ; otherwise;

8<: �1�

where \ denotes overlapping, and � denotes equivalence of
two values as defined in Section 4; Si is the area under �vi ,
Sj is the area under �vj , and Sij is the area shared by vi and
vj. According to this definition, the semantics of predicate
�v1 �� v2� is to determine the degree of similarity of v1 and
v2. It is easy to see that the fuzzy equality is reflexive (that is
�x �� x� � 1) and symmetric (that is �x �� y� � �y �� x�).

Compared with the existing measures in [8], [9], [11],
[13], [17], the new measure seems more natural. On one
hand, it results in a crisp degree, therefore, allows the
algebraic operations to be composed, and on the other
hand, the degree is obtained by considering all possible
values in both fuzzy data rather than one best possible
value of each fuzzy data. Therefore, it is more intuitive.
Furthermore, a fuzzy data can be regarded as the subjective
representation of a real±world data viewed by an observer.
If the observation is reasonably consistent, one may expect
that the similarity of fuzzy data indicates the degree for
their corresponding real±world values to be identical. We
note that for fuzzy data, the satisfaction degree must always
be treated as uncertain.

Notice that, for crisp data, the fuzzy equality is the same
as the ordinary equality, that is, it is a ªhardº comparison.
However, it is possible to make it a soft comparison by
fuzzifying the crisp data. For example, for each numeric
attribute, a small constant C > 0 can be specified, and every
crisp value v in the attribute can be converted into a fuzzy
value ªAbout vº with a membership function

�v �MF �vÿ C; v; v; v� C�:
By adjusting C, the degree of fuzziness of the comparison
can be adjusted easily. For nonnumeric attributes, the
fuzzification can be based on a prespecified proximity
relation on the universe of the attribute.

Definition 3.2. A fuzzy equi±join of fuzzy relations R and S on
attributes R:A and S:B with a threshold  � 0, denoted by
R ��R:A��S:B�� S, is a fuzzy relation T with the membership
function defined by

�T �xy� � min��R�x�; �S�y�; �q�xy��
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Fig. 1. The curve of a generic membership function.

TABLE 1
Relation R of Example 3.1

Where About 32 = MF(30, 32, 32, 34), About 34 = MF(32, 34, 34, 36),
and Middle age = MF(30, 35, 45, 50).



where x is a tuple in R, y is a tuple in S, and

�q�xy� � 0; if �x�A� �� y�B�� < ;
�x�A� �� y�B��; otherwise:

�
Since this fuzzy equi±join allows the threshold value to

be specified, it is very flexible and can be evaluated more
efficiently than existing ones.

4 AN INTERVAL±BASED FUZZY JOIN ALGORITHM

We now present a sort±merge join algorithm for evaluating
the fuzzy equi±join. The algorithm, named Sort-Merge
Fuzzy Equi-join (SMFEJ), is shown in Fig. 2, and is
essentially the same as the one described in [14]. However,
since in [14], the fuzzy join is measured by possibility and
does not permit threshold values, it needs to be modified to
use the fuzzy equality comparison. We briefly review the
algorithm in this section, and consider how to use it to
evaluate the fuzzy equi±join efficiently in the next section,
Notice that a general sort-merge fuzzy equi±join algorithm
that permits arbitrary join attributes is not yet known. The
SMFEJ algorithm assumes that fuzzy join attributes have
numeric universes and membership functions are defined
by the generic parameterized function.

The algorithm has two phases, a sorting phase and a
joining phase. In the sorting phase, both relations R and S
are sorted on their join attributes according to a partial
order defined over the attribute values.

Definition 4.1. Let I1 � �l1; h1� and I2 � �l2; h2� be two intervals
on a set with a total order. We say that

1. I1 overlaps I2, denoted by I1 \ I2, if l1 < h2 and
l2 < h1.

2. I1 is equivalent to I2, denoted by I1 � I2, if l1 � l2 and
h1 � h2.

3. I1 precedesI2, denoted by I1 � I2, if l1 < l2, or if l1 �
l2 and h1 < h2.

4. I1 precedes or equals to I2, denoted by I1 � I2, if I1 �
I2 or I1 � I2.

It is obvious that � is a partial order on intervals.

Definition 4.2. Let I�v� denote the interval associated with a
value v, and v1 and v2 be two values over the same universe.
v1 � v2 (respectively, v1 � v2, v1 � v2, v1 \ v2), wrt to their
respective intervals, if I�v1� � I�v2� (respectively,
I�v1� � I�v2�, I�v1� � I�v2�, I�v1� \ I�v2�). Let t1 and t2 be
two tuples in the same fuzzy relation. t1 � t2 (respectively,

t1 � t2) wrt attribute A if t�A� � t2�A� (respectively,
t1�A� � t2�A�).

For example, if v1 �MF �5; 6; 8; 9�, v2 �MF �6; 7; 7; 8�,
and v3 �MF �9; 10; 11; 12�, and each value v is associated
with the interval �A�v�; D�v��, we have v1 � v2 � v3 and
v1 \ v2.

In the joining phase, each page of R is read once. For
each tuple r in R, the S±tuples that may join with r are in
the range of r as defined below.

Definition 4.3. Let S be sorted on S:B according to � . For any
tuple r 2 R, the range (of S tuples) of r, denoted by rngS�r�, is
the longest sequence �s1; s2; . . . ; sk� of tuples in S, such that
si � sj for all 1 � i < j � k, r�A� \ s1�B�, and r�A� \ sk�B�.

Thus, only those pages containing rngS�r� need to be
read into a buffer and those tuples in rngS�r� need to be
scanned to see if they actually join with r.

If the size of the buffer available to the algorithm is big
enough to hold the entire rngS�r� for every r 2 R, after a
tuple of R is processed, either the entire range of the next
tuple of R or a large portion of it will already be in the
buffer. Thus, the time complexity of the algorithm will be
O�cost�sorting� � n�m�, where n and m are the sizes of R
and S, respectively, in pages, and cost�sorting� is the time
spent on sorting R and S including both I/O and CPU time.
Typically cost�sorting� � n logn�m logm. In more general
cases, let h be the average number of pages of S to be
scanned for each page of R. The time complexity of the join
will become O�cost�sorting� � n� h�. Clearly, h depends on
the threshold of the join, the size of the buffer, and the
values in the joining attributes. Although in the worst case,
for example,  � 0 and only one page of buffer is available
to S, h � m, we expect h to be much smaller than m in
practice.

5 FUZZY EQUALITY INDICATORS

We now consider how to use the SMFEJ algorithm to
evaluate fuzzy equi±join efficiently. For practical reasons,
we assume a limited buffer space available to the algorithm.
Thus, during the joining phase, some pages in rngS�r� for
some tuple r may have to be swapped out of the buffer to
make rooms for other pages, and then be swapped back in
because they are also in the range of the next R±tuple. In
this case, the key to the efficient evaluation of fuzzy equi±
join is to determine the appropriate intervals to associate
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with the fuzzy attribute values, as shown in the following
example.

Example 5.1. Assume that R has a tuple r with

r�A� �MF �10; 10; 40; 40�, and S contains exactly the

tuples s1; . . . ; s9 with

s1�B� �MF �5; 5; 20; 20�;
s2�B� �MF �6; 6; 9; 9�;
s3�B� �MF �10; 10; 40; 40�;
s4�B� �MF �11; 11; 16; 16�;
s5�B� �MF �15; 15; 45; 45�;
s6�B� �MF �20; 20; 30; 30�;
s7�B� �MF �20; 20; 50; 50�;
s8�B� �MF �32; 32; 36; 36�;

and s9�B� �MF �35; 35; 60; 60�:
If each join attribute value v is associated with its

support, �A�v�; D�v��, we have

s1 � s2 � s3 � � � � s9; r�A� \ s1�B� and r�A� \ s9�B�:
Thus, rngS�r� is �s1; . . . ; s9�. With a little calculation, we
have �r�A� �� si�B�� equal to 0.29, 0, 1, 0.17, 0.71, 0.33,
0.5, 0.13, and 0.1, for i � 1; 2; . . . ; 9, respectively. If the
join condition is �R:A �� S:B� � 0:5, only s3, s5, and
s7 will join with r. If the threshold value is raised from
0.5 to 0.9, only s3 will join with r. In both cases,
however, all S tuples must be scanned.

Now, suppose that  � 0:5, and that, based on a
method to be discussed later, we assign the interval
�17:5; 32:5� to r�A� and the intervals

�8:75; 17:25�; �6:75; 8:25�; �17:5; 32:5�;
�12:25; 14:75�; �22:5; 37:5�; �22:5; 27:5�;
�27:5; 42:5�; �33; 35�; and �41:25; 53:75�

to si�B�, i � 1; 2; . . . ; 9, respectively. Then

s2 � s1 � s4 � s3 � s6 � s5 � s7 � s8 � s9:

It can be verified that rngS�r� becomes �s3, s6, s5, s7�,
that is, reduced by more than 50 percent. Thus, the

same result can be obtained by scanning a less number

of tuples.

As indicated by Example 5.1, it is possible that not all

tuples in rngS�r� join with r, and the higher the threshold

value is, the more such irrelevant tuples are in rngS�r�.
Since every tuple in rngS�r� must be scanned during the

join, the efficiency can be improved by moving as many

irrelevant tuples out of rngS�r� as possible. This can be

achieved if the assignment of intervals to the attribute

values is an appropriate function of the threshold value, so

that the sorting will rearrange the tuples appropriately. We

now formalize these ideas.

Definition 5.1. Let D be a set of values, and I be the set of

intervals defined on the set of real numbers R, that is,

I � f�x; y� j x � y and x; y 2 Rg.
1. A mapping f : D� �0; 1� ! I is a fuzzy equality

indicator over D (or simply an FE indicator) if for any

v1; v2 2 D and  2 �0; 1�, �v1 �� v2� �  implies
f�v1; � \ f�v2; �.

2. An FE indicator f is stronger than another FE
indicator g, if for every v 2 D and every  2 �0; 1�,
f�v; � � g�v; �.

3. An FE indicator f is perfect if for every pair of v1; v2 2
D and every  2 �0; 1�,
a. f�v1; � \ f�v2; � if and only if �v1 �� v2� � .
b. if �v1 �� v2� < , then for every v 2 fx j x 2 D

and �x �� v2� � g, either f�v1; � � f�v; � or
f�v1; � � f�v; �.

Intuitively, if f is an FE indicator over the domain of the
join attributes of a fuzzy equi±join, by assigning intervals to
join attribute values using f , it guarantees that after sorting
according to � , for every tuple r in R, every relevant
S±tuple is in rngS�r�. However, it does not guarantee that
every tuple in rngS�r� joins with r unless f is a perfect FE
indicator. If both f and g are FE indicators over the domains
of the join attributes, and f is stronger than g, f will assign
smaller intervals to values than g would, thus may move
more irrelevant tuples out of rngS�r� for every r. The
following example will show the effect of a perfect
FE indicator.

Example 5.2 Assume that R has tuples r1 and r2 with

r1�A� �MF �3; 5; 5; 7�; and r2�A� �MF �5; 7; 7; 9�;
and S contains exactly the tuples s1; . . . ; s7 with

s1�B� �MF �1; 3; 3; 5�;
s2�B� �MF �2; 4; 4; 6�;
s3�B� �MF �3; 5; 5; 7�;
s4�B� �MF �4; 6; 6; 8�;
s5�B� �MF �5; 7; 7; 9�;
s6�B� �MF �6; 8; 8; 10�;

and s7�B� �MF �7; 9; 9; 11�:
Suppose the join condition is �R:A �� S:B� � . If

 � 0:1, using the perfect FE indicator given in
Corollary 6.3, we have

s1 � s2 � s3 � � � � s7;

rngS�r1� consists of s1; . . . s5, and rngS�r2� consists of
s3; . . . s7. If  � 0:5, the order of S tuples is the same, but
rngS�r1� becomes s2; s3; s4, and rngS�r2� becomes
s5; s6; s7. If  � 0:7, rngS�r1� becomes s3, and rngS�r2�
becomes s6. In each case, every tuple in rngS�ri� actually
joins with ri, for i � 1; 2.

Notice that although Definition 5.1 specifies the neces-
sary properties for a mapping to become an FE indicator, it
cannot be used directly to identify an appropriate FE
indicator, among possibly infinite number of mappings. In
the following sections, we shall identify a number of
desirable FE indicators and while doing so, we shall keep
in mind the following criteria of the desirability.

1. Low computational complexity, that is, the computation
of determining the interval should be simple, say, in
a constant time.
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2. Strong filtering effect, that is, the FE indicator should
be as strong as possible, and preferably be perfect.

3. Smaller interval for higher threshold, that is, the size of
the interval generated by the FE indicator for any
value should decrease as the threshold increases.

Since whether a particular mapping is desirable or not
will in general depend on the characteristics of the
mapping and the type of values allowed in the join
attributes, we shall consider a type of mappings, called
the F mappings, and three types of attribute values
distinguished by the shapes of their membership func-
tions. More specifically, an F mapping is of the form

F�v; � � �A�v� � ��v; �; D�v� ÿ ��v; ��;
where � is a monotonically increasing function of , and
��v; 0� � 0. The F mappings have the following properties.

1. Bounded with a fixed center. For every value v, F�v; �
is contained in the support of v with the center at
A�v� � 1

2 �D�v� ÿA�v��.
2. Monotonically decreasing. For any value v and

0 < 0 �  � 1, F�v; � � F�v; 0�.
The set of allowed values in the join attributes may be

one of the three types, namely, it may have values whose
membership functions have the identical shape, similar
shapes, or arbitrary shapes. Formally, the identical shape
and similar shape are defined as follows.

Definition 5.2. Two values, v1 and v2, in the same domain have
the identical shape if

B�v1� ÿA�v1� � B�v2� ÿA�v2�;
C�v1� ÿB�v1� � C�v2� ÿB�v2�; and

D�v1� ÿ C�v1� � D�v2� ÿ C�v2�; and;

similar shapes if B�v1� ÿA�v1� � B�v2� ÿA�v2�, and
D�v1� ÿ C�v1� � D�v2� ÿ C�v2�.

In the rest of the paper, for any universe U of joining
attributes, we use D to denote the set of all values whose
membership functions can be defined over U using the
generic function. We use DI (respectively, DS) to denote a
set that contains all values in D whose membership
functions have an identical shape (respectively, similar
shapes). For convenience, we call DI (respectively, DS and
D) the set of identical (respectively similar, and arbitrary)
data. For the purpose of subsequent sections, it is not
important to know the shapes of the data in DI and DS .
However, it should be pointed out that a D may contain
several DSs and each DS may contain several DIs. In fact, a
D is partitioned by DSs with different collections of similar
shapes and each DS is partitioned by DIs with different
shapes. Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume
that DI � DS � D. As examples, the join attribute values in
Example 5.1 form a DS and those in Example 5.2 form a DI .

6 AN FE INDICATOR OVER A SET OF IDENTICAL

DATA

In this section, we first discuss some properties of the data
in DI and then use these properties to show that a specific
mapping is a perfect FE indicator for DI .

Consider any two values wi and wj in DI . Since they have

the same shape, we have

A�wi� ÿA�wj� � B�wi� ÿB�wj� � C�wi� ÿ C�wj�
� D�wi� ÿD�wj� � k;

where k is the distance between wi and wj. This property

leads to a simple computation of the satisfaction degree of

fuzzy equality. Assume that

wi �MF �ai; bi; ci; di�;
wj �MF �aj; bj; cj; dj�;
ai � aj; and wi \ wj:

If bj � ci, the area shared by wi and wj has a trapezoidal

shape, and

�wi �� wj� � Ei;j �2�
where Ei;j is given by

2�di ÿ aj� ÿ ��di ÿ ai� ÿ �ci ÿ bi��
2��di ÿ ai� � �ci ÿ bi�� ÿ 2�di ÿ aj� � ��di ÿ ai� ÿ �ci ÿ bi��:

If bj � ci, the shared area has a triangular shape, thus

�wi �� wj� � �di ÿ aj�2
2��di ÿ aj�2 ÿ �ci ÿ bi�2� ÿ �di ÿ aj�2

: �3�

Notice that the formulas are expressed so that each part in a

pair of parentheses results in a positive value (which

represents the length of a line segment on the domain of the

membership functions). Since values have the identical

shape, the formulas can be expressed mainly by using

parameters of one value. In the case of bj � ci, both

formulas give the same result:

�wi �� wj� � �di ÿ ai� ÿ �ci ÿ bi��di ÿ ai� � 3�ci ÿ bi� � �:

It is straightforward to see that if bj � ci, �wi �� wj� � �;
and if bj � ci, �wi �� wj� � �. Notice that if wi and wj do not

overlap with each other, �wi �� wj� � 0.
The following Lemma characterizes the relationship

between the positions of values in DI and the fuzzy

equality among these values.

Lemma 6.1. For any v1; v2; v3 2 DI :
if A�v1� � A�v2� � A�v3�; then

�v2 �� v3� � �v1 �� v3� and

�v1 �� v2� � �v1 �� v3�:

Proof. Since the values have identical shape,

A�v1� � A�v2� � A�v3�
implies that for each

X 2 fB;C;Dg; X�v1� � X�v2� � X�v3�:
The lemma is trivially true if v1 and v3 do not overlap,

since then �v1 �� v3� � 0. So let us assume v1 \ v3, which

also implies that v1 \ v2 and v2 \ v3. We need to consider

three cases.
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Case 1: C�v1� � B�v3� � C�v2�. In this case, �v1 �� v3�
will be computed using (3), while �v2 �� v3� will be
computed using (2). Since all three values have the same
shape, it follows that �v1 �� v3� � �v2 �� v3�. Now
consider �v1 �� v2�. Two cases are possible, namely,
either B�v2� � C�v1� or B�v2� � C�v1�. In the former case,
�v1 �� v2� will be computed using (2), thus it is at least
as large as �v1 �� v3� since all three values have identical
shape. In the latter case, �v1 �� v2� is computed using
the same (3) as �v1 �� v3� does. However, since
A�v2� � A�v3�, �D�v1� ÿA�v3�� � �D�v1� ÿA�v2��, thus,
�v1 �� v3� � �v1 �� v2�:

Case 2: B�v3� � C�v1�. In this case, �v1 �� v3�,
�v2 �� v3�, and �v1 �� v2� are all computed using (2).
Since

�D�v1� ÿA�V3�� � �D�v2� ÿA�v3��;
hence; �v1 �� v3� � �v2 �� v3�:

Since �D�v1� ÿA�v2�� � �D�v1� ÿA�v2��;
hence; �v1 �� v3� � �v2 �� v1�:

Case 3: B�v3� � C�v2�. This case is similar to Case 2,
except that (3) is used. tu

The following theorem identifies a perfect FE indicator
over DI .
Theorem 6.2. The mapping

g�v; � � g1�v; � if 0 <  < �;
g2�v; � if � �  � 1;

�
is a perfect FE indicator over DI , where

g1�v; � � �A�v� � 1

2

��������������������������������������������������
2

1���D�v�ÿA�v��2ÿ�C�v�ÿB�v��2�
p

;

D�v� ÿ 1

2

��������������������������������������������������
2

1���D�v�ÿA�v��2ÿ�C�v�ÿB�v��2�
p �

�4�

g2�v; � � �A�v� � 1� 3

4� 4
�D�v� ÿA�v��

ÿ 1ÿ 
4� 4

�C�v� ÿB�v��;

D�v� ÿ 1� 3

4� 4
�D�v� ÿA�v��

� 1ÿ 
4� 4

�C�v� ÿB�v���;

and � � �D�v� ÿA�v�� ÿ �C�v� ÿB�v���D�v� ÿA�v�� � 3�C�v� ÿB�v��:

�5�

Proof. We need to show that for any vi and vj in DI , first,
when 0 <  � �, g1�vi; � \ g1�vj; � if and only if
�vi �� vj� � , and when � �  � 1, g2�vi; � \ g2�vj; �
if and only if �vi �� vj� � ; second, if �vi �� vj� < ,
then either

gk�vi; � � gk�vm; � or gk�vi; � � gk�vm; �
for all

vm 2 fx j x 2 DI and �x �� vj� � g;

where k � 1; 2 depending on whether  is less than �.

Before we continue, the following properties of map-

pings gk, where k � 1; 2, are worthwhile to mention.
Prop 1: For any v 2 D1.

gk�v; 0� � �A�v�; D�v��;
g2�v; 1� � �A�v� � �D�v� ÿA�v��=2; D�v�

ÿ �D�v� ÿA�v��=2�;
and g1�v; 1� � g2�v; 1� if v has a triangular shape.

Prop 2: For any 0 �  � 0 � 1, gk�v; 0� � gk�v; �, and
they have the same center A�v� � �D�v� ÿA�v��=2.

Prop 3: For any two values vi; vj 2 DI , and 0 �  � 1,
gk�vi; � and gk�vj; � have the same length, and if
A�vi� � A�vj�, gk�vi; � � gk�vj; �.

Prop 4: g1�v; �� � g2�v; ��.
We now can proceed with the proof. Without loss of

generality, let

vi �MF �ai; bi; ci; di�; vj �MF �aj; bj; cj; dj�;
and ai � aj.

Let 0 <  < �.
(If) Assume that �vi �� vj� � . We show that

g1�vi; � \ g1�vj; �, that is,

aj � 1

2

�����������������������������������������������������������
2

1�  ��dj ÿ aj�
2 ÿ �cj ÿ bj�2�

s

� di ÿ 1

2

����������������������������������������������������������
2

1�  ��di ÿ ai�
2 ÿ �ci ÿ bi�2�

s
;

or equivalently

�di ÿ aj� � 1

2

������������������������������������������������������������
2

1�  ��di ÿ ai�
2 ÿ �ci ÿ bi�2�:

s
�6�

As mentioned before, �vi �� vj� must be computed
using one of the formulas (3) and (2). If (3) must be used,
�vi �� vj� �  implies that

�di ÿ aj�2
2��di ÿ ai�2 ÿ �ci ÿ bi�2� ÿ �di ÿ aj�2

� ;

which, by solving for �di ÿ aj�, gives the inequality (6). If

(2) must be used, we can find a value vk 2 DI , such that

A�vk� � A�vj�, �vi �� vk� � , and the fuzzy equality

must be computed using (3). According to what we just

proved, �vi �� vk� �  implies g1�vi; � \ g1�vk; �. Since

A�vi� � A�vj� � A�vk�, by Lemma 6.1,

g1�vi; � � g1�vj; � � g1�vk; �:
Thus g1�vi; � \ g1�vk; � implies, g1�vi; � \ g1�vj; �.

(Only if) Assume that g1�vi; � \ g1�vj; �, we prove
that �vi �� vj� � .

Again, �vi �� vj�may be computed using either (3) or
(2). If the former is used, since by assumption, inequality
(6) must hold, we directly have

�vi �� vj� �


1� �di ÿ ai � ci ÿ bi�
�di ÿ ai � ci ÿ bi� ÿ 

1� �di ÿ ai � ci ÿ bi�
� :
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If (2) must be used, we already have

�vi �� vj� � � � :
Let � �  � 1.

(If) Assume that �vi �� vj� � . In this case, (2) must
be used to compute �vi �� vj�, and we have

�vi �� vj� � Ei;j � :
where Ei;j is given by:

2�di ÿ aj� ÿ ��di ÿ ai� ÿ �ci ÿ bi��
2�di ÿ ai � ci ÿ bi� ÿ 2�di ÿ aj� � ��di ÿ ai� ÿ �ci ÿ bi��

By solving for �di ÿ aj�, we get

�di ÿ aj� � 1� 3

2� 2
�di ÿ ai� ÿ 1ÿ 

2� 2
�ci ÿ bi�;

which is equivalent to

aj � 1� 3

4� 4
�dj ÿ aj� ÿ 1ÿ 

4� 4
�cj ÿ bj�

� di ÿ 1� 3

2� 2
�di ÿ ai� ÿ 1ÿ 

2� 2
�ci ÿ bi�;

and, thus, g2�vi; � \ g2�vj; �.
(Only if) Now assume that g2�vi; � \ g2�vj; �, that is,

�di ÿ aj� � 1� 3

2� 2
�di ÿ ai� ÿ 1ÿ 

2� 2
�ci ÿ bi�:

We claim that in this case, �vi �� vj� must be
computed using (2). To see this, notice that �di ÿ aj� is
monotonically increasing with respect to . Thus for
� �  � 1, g2�vi; � \ g2�vj; � implies that

�di ÿ aj� � 1� 3�

2� 2�
�di ÿ ai� ÿ 1ÿ �

2� 2�
�ci ÿ bi�

� �di ÿ ai� ÿ �ci ÿ bi�:
If �vi �� vj� must computed using (3), we must have

�di ÿ aj� < �di ÿ ai� ÿ �ci ÿ bi�, which implies that g�vi; �
does not overlap with g2�vj; �, a contradiction to
previous assumption. Now, since �vi �� vj� must be
computed using (2), we have

�vi �� vj� �
2

1� �di ÿ ai � ci ÿ bi�
2�di ÿ ai � ci ÿ bi� ÿ 2

1� �di ÿ ai � ci ÿ bi�
� :

Finally, consider any u; v; w 2 DI . Let �u �� w� < 
and �v �� w� � . If A�u� � A�w� and A�v� � A�w�, by
Lemma 6.1, we must have A�u� � A�v� � A�w�. By
Prop 3, gk�u; � � gk�v; � � gk�w; �, where k � 1 if
0 <  < �, and k � 2 if � �  � 1. Similarly, if A�u� �
A�w� and A�v� � A�w�, then

gk�w; � � gk�v; � � gk�u; �:
tu

Notice that g has to be defined in terms of two mappings

g1 and g2, since, as shown by the following example, neither

g1 nor g2 is a perfect FE indicator over DI .

Example 6.1. Consider three values v1 �MF �10; 20; 40; 50�,
v2 �MF �35; 45; 65; 75�, a n d v3 �MF �20; 30; 50; 60�.

Obviously, v1, v2, and v3 have the identical shape, and
� � 0:2. N o t i c e t h a t �v1 �� v2� � 0:1034, a n d
�v1 �� v3� � 0:5. If  � 0:1034, we have  < � and
�v1 �� v2� � , b u t g2�v1; 0:1034� � �17:8113; 42:1887�
does not overlap with g2�v2; 0:1034� � �42:8113; 67:1887�.
Thus, when  < �, g2 is not even an FE indicator, let alone
a perfect one. If  � 0:52, we have  > �, and
�v1 �� v3� < , but g1�v1; 0:52� � �24:327; 35:673� will still
overlap with g1�v3; 0:52� � �34:327; 45:673�. Thus, when
 � �, g1 is not a perfect FE indicator. In addition, for any
value v �MF �a; a; d; d�, g1�v; � � �a; d� disregarding
what value  is, thus is not very useful at all.

Depending on the shape of the values in DI , variants of
the perfect FE indicator may also exist, as indicated by the
following Corollaries.

Corollary 6.3. If the shape of values in DI is triangular, the
mapping

g3�v; � � �A�v� �
��������������


2� 2

r
�D�v� ÿA�v��;

D�v� ÿ
��������������


2� 2

r
�D�v� ÿA�v���

is a perfect FE indicator over DI .

An example of DI that has triangular shaped values is a
set of fuzzy numbers.

Corollary 6.4. If the shape of the values in DI is rectangular, the
mapping

g4�v; � � �A�v� � 

1�  �D�v� ÿA�v��;

D�v� ÿ 

1�  �D�v� ÿA�v���

is a perfect FE indicator over DI .

7 FE INDICATORS OVER SETS OF SIMILAR OR

ARBITRARY DATA

We now consider data sets DS and D. Unfortunately, none
of the F mappings is a perfect FE indicator over these types
of data sets, as indicated by the following proposition.

Proposition 7.1. No F mapping is a perfect FE indicator over
DS (respectively, D).

Proof. We prove that for any F mapping f , there are two
values v1 and v2 in DS , such that for some 0 <  � 1;

f�v1; � \ f�v2; �; but �v1 �� v2� < :

Notice that for any value v and 0 <  � 0 � 1;

f�v; � � f�v; 0�;
and they have the same center. Since the center of f�v; �
is

A�v� � 1

2
�D�v� ÿA�v��;

if two values v1 and v2 in DS have the same center,
f�v1; � \ f�v2; � for every 0 <  � 1. Notice that in this
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case, since v1 and v2 have the similar shapes, either the

graphs of v1 and v2 are identical to each other or one of

them completely contains the other.
Now, since DS contains all values that have a shape

similar to a given shape, there must be two values v1

and v2, such that they have the same center, and
S1=S2 < m for some 0 < m � 1, where S1 and S2 are
the areas of the graphs of v1 and v2, respectively.
Then, for  � m, we have f�v1; � \ f�v2; � but
�v1 �� v2� < . Since D has partitions that are DS , the
same holds for D as well. tu

Thus, at the best, we can only identify the strongest

FE indicators for DS and D among F mappings.

Although one may consider mappings other than F
mappings for identifying perfect FE indicators for D or

DS , the task will be very difficult due to too many

mappings to consider. Besides, such perfect FE indicators

may not exist because whether or not two arbitrary

values v1 and v2 in such a set will satisfy �v1 �� v2� � 
will depend, in general, on the parameters of both values,

rather than any one value alone. Notice that as indicated

by Example 6.1, none of g, g1, and g2 mappings is a

strongest FE indicator for DS or D. In the following, we

shall consider a subset of F mappings, the fk mappings,

of the form

fk�v; � � �A�v� � 
k
�D�v� ÿA�v��; D�v� ÿ 

k
�D�v� ÿA�v���;

where k � 2 is an integer. As a special case, let

f1�v; � � �A�v�; D�v��. The following lemma describes

some useful properties of fk mappings over D.

Lemma 7.2. Consider the data set D and the fk mappings.

1. The mapping f1 is an FE indicator over D.
2. If both fi and fj are FE indicators over D and i < j, fi

is stronger than fj.
3. There exists a unique strongest FE indicator over D

among fk mappings.

Proof. We prove the statements in the given order.

1. For any two values v1 and v2 in D, assume that
�v1 �� v2� � , for some  > 0. By Definition 3.1,R
Min��v1

�x�; �v2
�x��dx > 0. This implies that for

at least one value of x, say x � i, both �v1
�i� > 0

a n d �v2
�i� > 0. T h u s i 2 �A�v1�; D�v1�� a n d

i 2 �A�v2�; D�v2��. That is, f1�v1; � and f1�v2; �
overlap with each other. Therefore, f1 is an
FE indicator.

2. Let fi and fj be FE indicators over D, where i < j.
For any v 2 D and any 1 �  � 0, we have
 � �D�v� ÿA�v��=i �  � �D�v� ÿA�v��=j. Thus,

A�v� �  � �D�v� ÿA�v��=i
� A�v� �  � �D�v� ÿA�v��=j; and

D�v� ÿ  � �D�v� ÿA�v��=i
� D�v� ÿ  � �D�v� ÿA�v��=j:

That is, fi�v; � � fj�v; �. By Definition 5.1, fi is

stronger than fj.

3. Statement 1 indicates the existence of FE indica-
tors in fk family, and Statement 2 implies that no
two FE indicators in the family will be equally
strong when the threshold value is greater than
zero. It follows that there is a unique strongest
FE indicator in the family of mappings. tu

Since DS is a subset of a D, these properties hold for DS
as well. The following theorems identify strong

FE indicators among fk mappings for data sets DS and D,

respectively.

Theorem 7.3. Among fk mappings, f2 is the strongest

FE indicator over DS .

Proof. We only need to show that f2 is an FE indicator over

DS . Then it is the strongest by Lemma 7.2. By

Definition 5.1, we need to show that, for any two values

v1; v2 2 DS , and any threshold value 0 <  � 1; if

�v1 �� v2� � ; f2�v1; � \ f2�v2; �:
Let v1 �MF �a1; b1; c1; d1�, v2 �MF �a2; b2; c2; d2� and

a1 � a2. Assume �v1 �� v2� �  which, by (1), can be
written as S12=�S1 � S2 ÿ S12� � . We shall prove that
f2�v1; � \ f2�v2; �, or equivalently

��d2 ÿ a2� � �d1 ÿ a1�� � 2�d1 ÿ a2�:
Since the inequality must hold for all  less than or equal

to �v1 �� v2�, it is sufficient to show that it holds for

 � S12=�S1 � S2 ÿ S12�:
Thus we need to show that

S12�d2 ÿ a1 � 3�d1 ÿ a2�� � 2�S1 � S2��d1 ÿ a2�: �7�
Notice that

Si � �di ÿ ai � ci ÿ bi�=2
for i � 1; 2; and S12is calculated based on the shape of

the area shared by both values.
Since �v1 �� v2� � 0, v1 and v2 has a nonempty

overlap. We need to consider two cases according to
how the two values overlap.

Case 1. a2 � d1 and c1 � b2. In this case, the area
shared by both values has a triangular shape. With a
little calculation, we have

S12 � �d1 ÿ a2�=2�d1 ÿ a2 � b2 ÿ c1�:
By substituting the formula of S1, S2, and S12 into the

inequality (7), and multiplying both sides by

2�d1 ÿ a2 � b2 ÿ c1�=�d1 ÿ a2�;
we have

LHS � �d1 ÿ a2���d2 ÿ a1� � 3�d1 ÿ a2��
� �d1 ÿ a2���d2 ÿ a1� � �d1 ÿ a2�
� �d1 ÿ a1� � �d2 ÿ a2��

� 2��d1 ÿ a2� � �b2 ÿ c1����d1 ÿ a1�
� �d2 ÿ a2� � �c1 ÿ b1� � �c2 ÿ b2��

� RHS:
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Thus, the inequality (7) holds.
Case 2. a1 � a2 and c1 � b2. In this case, the shared

area has a general trapezoidal shape. Depending on
whether v2 is completely contained in v1, we have two
subcases.

Subcase 2.1: d1 � d2, that is, v2 is not completely
contained in v1. Substituting S1, S2, and

S12 � �d1 ÿ a2 � c1 ÿ b2�=2

into the inequality (7), and multiply both sides by two,

we have

LHS � ��d1 ÿ a2� � �c1 ÿ b2���3�d1 ÿ a2� � �d2 ÿ a1��
� �d1 ÿ a2��3�d1 ÿ a2� � �d2 ÿ a1��
� 3�c1 ÿ b2��d1 ÿ a2� � �d1 ÿ a2���d2 ÿ d1�
� �c2 ÿ c1� � �c1 ÿ b2� � �b2 ÿ b1� � �a2 ÿ a1��

� 2�d1 ÿ a2���d1 ÿ a1 � c1 ÿ b1� � �d2 ÿ a2 � c2 ÿ b2��
� RHS:

That is, the inequality holds.
Subcase 2.2: d1 � d2, that is, v2 is completely contained

in v1. Substituting S1, S2 and S12 � �d1 ÿ a2 � c1 ÿ b2�=2
into (7), and multiply both sides by two, we have

LHS � ��d2 ÿ a2� � �c2 ÿ b2���3�d1 ÿ a2� � �d2 ÿ a1��
� �d1 ÿ a2��3�d2 ÿ a2� � �d1 ÿ a1��
� 3�d1 ÿ a2��c2 ÿ b2� � �d1 ÿ a2���d1 ÿ d2�
� �c1 ÿ c2� � �c1 ÿ b1� � �b2 ÿ b1�
� �a2 ÿ a1��

� 2�d1 ÿ a2���d1 ÿ a1 � c1 ÿ b1�
� �d2 ÿ a2 � c2 ÿ b2��

� RHS:
Thus we have shown that �v1 �� v2� �  implies

f2�v1; � \ f2�v2; �;
that is, f2 is an FE indicator over DS . tu

Theorem 7.4. Among fk mappings, f3 is the strongest

FE indicator over D.

Proof. (Sketch) We shall show that f3 is an FE indicator but

f2 is not. Thus, by Lemma 7.2, f3 is the strongest FE

indicator in fk mappings.
First of all, we show that f2 is not an FE indicator.

Recall that D contains all values that can be defined over
a universe. Thus there must be two values

v1 �MF �a1; b1; c1; d1�; and v2 �MF �a2; b2; c2; d2�
in D such that a1 < a2; b2 < b1; c1 � c2; d1 � d2; and the

following inequality is satisfied.

ABD�A2D�ABC �A2C �A2B > 2�A2 �B2�D;
w h e r e A � a2 ÿ a1; B � b1 ÿ b2; C � c1 ÿ b1; a n d

D � d1 ÿ a2. Notice that given v1 and v2, it is necessary

that A, B, and C are all positive, and D > C. It is

straightforward to verify that among other possible

choices of values, if A > 2, B � 1, D � C � 1, and

C � 0, the inequality will hold. It can be shown that if
�v1 �� v2� � , then f2�v1; � and f2�v2; � do not over-
lap, and therefore, f2 is not an FE indicator. For example,
for the values chosen above, we may have

v1 �MF �1; 5; 5; 5� and v2 �MF �4; 4; 5; 5�:
Then, �v1 �� v2� � 7=17. The left endpoint of f2�v2; 7=17�
is 4� �7=34�, and the right endpoint of f2�v1; 7=17� is
4� �6=34�. Thus, the two intervals do not overlap.

To show that f3 is an FE indicator, we show that for
any two values v1; v2 2 D, and any threshold , whenever
�v1 �� v2� � , f3�v1; � \ f3�v2; �. The proof follows the
general approach used to prove Theorem 7.3. Let

v1 �MF �a1; b1; c1; d1�; v2 �MF �a2; b2; c2; d2�;
and a1 � a2. We need to show that if �v1 �� v2� � , then

a2 �  � �d2 ÿ a2�=3 < d1 ÿ  � �d1 ÿ a1�=3;

or equivalently,

 � �d2 ÿ a2 � d1 ÿ a1� < 3�d1 ÿ a2�:
Again, we replace  by S12=�S1 � S2 ÿ S12�. Depending
on the shapes of v1 and v2, there are eight cases to
consider. For each case, the formula that calculate S12, S1,
and S2 are substituted into the inequality and the
inequality is then shown to be satisfied. Due to the
limited space, the proof is omitted here. Interested
readers may refer to [18]. tu
Notice that among the three FE indicators identified,

namely, g for DI , f2 for DS , and f3 for D, g is the strongest,
then f2, and f3 is the weakest. Also g and f2 are no longer
FE indicators for data sets more general than DI and DS ,
respectively.

8 EXPERIMENT RESULTS

We have conducted preliminary experiments to study the
performance of algorithm SMFEJ using various types of
data and the FE indicators identified in the previous section.

The performance study is based on a simulation of
algorithm SMFEJ on synthetic data. The experiments are
performed using a Sun SPARCStation 5, and the perfor-
mance of the algorithm is measured by the number of I/O
pages read from the inner relation, as the I/O cost, and the
number of comparisons made, as the CPU cost.1 Only the
costs during the join phase of the algorithm is measured.
For simplicity, the I/O costs of reading the outer relation
and of writing results are omitted. For each pair of R and S

tuple, if the values in the join attributes overlap with each
other, two comparisons are recorded, one to determine that
they overlap, and the other to determine whether they
really join. If the two values do not overlap, one comparison
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1. A more accurate measurement of CPU time will take into considera-
tion the time needed to apply FE indicators on joining attribute values.
However, one may decide to invoke the FE indicator once for each tuple in
the process of sorting, and store the interval together with the tuple when
the sorted relation is written back to the disk. Since in general FE indicators
are constant time functions, the additional CPU cost is insignificant. The
storage implication is a few bytes per tuple, and is justified for large
relations.



is recorded. The algorithm SMFEJ is implemented to take
advantage of page buffers. For each page of relation R, one
page of relation S is read at a time, and all join results that
can be obtained from the two pages will be obtained before
the next page of relation S is read. In order to illustrate the
effect of FE indicators, only a minimum amount of buffer
space is assumed, that is, one page for each input relation. It
is straightforward to see that a larger buffer space will
reduce the I/O cost. However, with more buffer space
available to the algorithm, using FE indicators will save
more CPU cost than I/O cost.

Each of the three experiments uses a different type of
data. For each experiment, both relations have 30,000
randomly generated tuples and same type of data in the
join attributes. The universe of the fuzzy join attributes
contains 1,000 units, which can be thought of as the interval
[1, 1000] of real number. The use of the unit allows the data
to be interpreted for various applications easily. For
example, if the universe of attribute Age is from 10 years
old to 90 years old, with the unit being a year, the universe
can be thought of as containing 80 units. However, if the
unit is a week, the universe will contain 4,160 units. The

data in the join attributes are randomly generated with
guaranteed characteristics of the type of data sets chosen for
the attributes. The support of the membership functions of
the data comes in two types. The size of a small support is
between 1/5 to 1/4 of the size of the universe, and that of a
large support is between 1/2 to 3/5 of the size of the
universe. Each I/O page contains five tuples. For all
experiments, the performance of algorithm SMFEJ with FE
indicator f1 is used as the reference, and the performances
of the algorithm with other types of FE indicators are
expressed as a percentage of the reference. To give a feel of
the magnitude of the computation cost, the number of pairs
of tuples that actually join is also given. The results of the
experiments are given in Tables 2, 3, and 4.

In Experiment 1, the data set allowed in the join
attributes is DI with a randomly determined shape. We
compare four FE indicators: f1, f3, f2, and g. As
expected, g outperforms f2 which outperforms f3 which
outperforms f1. This is because that g is the strongest FE
indicator. The effectiveness of using appropriate FE
indicator is shown clearly by the increasingly larger
percentage of saving obtained for increasingly higher
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TABLE 2
Experiment 1 Results

TABLE 3
Experiment 2 Results



threshold. Compare g with f1, the percentage of saving

on I/O cost ranges from 21.2 to 99.7 percent with an

average of 57 percent, and that on CPU cost ranges from

11.9 to 99.5 percent with an average of 54.3 percent.
In Experiment 2, the data set allowed in the join

attributes is DS with characteristics randomly determined.

Since g is no longer an FE indicator in this case only the

remaining three mappings are compared. Again, f2 outper-

forms f3 which outperforms f1. Compare f2 with f1, the

percentage of savings on CPU cost ranges from two percent

to 99.9 percent with an average of 41.8 percent and that on

I/O cost ranges from 2.2 to 99.9 percent with an average of

45.7 percent.
In experiment 3, the data set in the join attribute is D.

Only f2 and f1 are compared. The percentage of saving on

I/O cost ranges from two percent to 61 percent with an

average 30.2 percent, and that on CPU cost is similar. All

three experiments show that using FE indicators is more

efficient, and stronger FE indicators perform better than

weaker ones. Although when the threshold is low, the

percentage of saving is not significant, if the relations are

large, even a small percent of saving, say 10 percent, will

make a noticeable difference.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new fuzzy equality comparison

operator with a measure that combines the possibility

measure with the similarity measure. We define a type of

fuzzy equi±join based on the new fuzzy equality compar-

ison operator which allows threshold values to be asso-

ciated with individual predicates of the join condition. A

sort±merge join algorithm based on a partial order of

intervals is used to evaluate the fuzzy equi±join. In order to

achieve high level of efficiency, various mappings, called

FE indicators, that determine appropriate intervals for

fuzzy data, are identified for data sets with different

characteristics. Experiment results from our preliminary

simulation of the algorithm show a significant improvement

of efficiency when FE indicators are used in conjunction

with the sort±merge join algorithm.
The efficient evaluation of joins in fuzzy relational

databases is still an open area of research. In this paper,
we proposed FE indicators of certain characteristics.
However, there may be other types of FE indicators better
than f2 and f3 for DS and D data sets. Our results indicate
that the more strongly the data are correlated, say from
arbitrary shape to similar shape to identical shape, the more
beneficial it is to use FE indicators. It may be interesting to
study other types of data correlations, and the effect that
they have on join evaluation. The join algorithm used in this
paper is limited to join attributes that have numeric
universes, or universes that can be mapped into a numeric
one. Finding efficient join algorithms that can be applied to
both numeric and discrete attributes is an important issue
requiring further research. Due to the nature of uncertainty
and imprecision of the data, conventional fast access paths
do not handle fuzzy data well. Finding new types of fast
access paths that handle both crisp and fuzzy data
efficiently is a challenging task.
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